Glutamine Metabolism in Cancer: Understanding the Heterogeneity
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Reliance on glutamine has long been considered to be a hallmark of cancer cell metabolism. However, some recent studies have challenged this notion in vivo, prompting a need for further clarification of the role of glutamine metabolism in cancer. We find that there is ample evidence of an essential role for glutamine in tumors, and that a variety of factors, including tissue type, the underlying cancer genetics, the tumor microenvironment, and other variables such as diet and host physiology collectively influence the role of glutamine in cancer. Thus the requirements for glutamine in cancer are overall highly heterogeneous. In this review we discuss the implications both for basic science and for targeting glutamine metabolism in cancer therapy.

Metabolic Reprogramming in Cancer

Cancer cells undergo a reprogramming of metabolism to maintain bioenergetics, redox status, cell signaling, and biosynthesis in what is often a poorly vascularized, nutrient-deprived microenvironment [1–4]. To supply biosynthetic pathways with precursors, the uptake and catabolism (see Glossary) of specific nutrients are upregulated in tumor cells. In particular, the Warburg effect occurs in many human tumors, such that positron emission tomography (PET) using the glucose analog 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose is widely used for imaging tumors in the clinic [1,5]. Another metabolic characteristic of many cancer cells is a dependence on an exogenous supply of glutamine, despite this being a non-essential amino acid (NEAA) that mammalian cells can synthesize de novo. Glutamine serves as an important source of reduced nitrogen for biosynthetic reactions, and as a source of carbon to replenish the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, produce glutathione, and serve as a precursor to nucleotide and lipid synthesis via reductive carboxylation (Figure 1) [1,2,6,7]. Indeed, an inhibitor of the mitochondrial enzyme glutaminase, which converts glutamine to glutamate, a precursor of the TCA cycle intermediate α-ketoglutarate (α-KG), is currently being evaluated in clinical trials for treatment of a range of malignancies [8–12].

Several recent studies have led to new insights in our understanding of the role of glutamine in cancer. As examples, one study found that the requirements for glutamine undergo changes upon transition from monolayer culture to anchorage-independent culture [7], and another study found that glutamine catabolism was not required for tumorigenesis in vivo in some mouse models, which led to the conclusion that glutamine metabolism may not have a role in cancer [13]. Nevertheless, numerous other studies have provided compelling evidence that a requirement for glutamine catabolism indeed exists in many in vivo settings [10,14–21]. In this review we discuss these seemingly contradictory recent findings in detail and explain the factors underlying the heterogeneity of glutamine metabolism in cancer.
Culture Conditions and Model Systems Influence Glutamine Metabolism

The ability to culture cell lines derived from human tumors has, over the past 60 years, provided researchers with a powerful tool for studying cancer biology. A common characteristic of mammalian cell lines grown in culture, as noted by Harry Eagle in the 1950s [22], is a dependence on an abundant exogenous supply of the NEAA glutamine. After glucose, glutamine is the most rapidly consumed nutrient by many human cancer cell lines grown in culture [23,24]. However, glutamine requirements are very heterogeneous among different cancer cell lines, ranging from those that are glutamine auxotrophs to those that can survive and proliferate in the absence of an exogenous glutamine supply [18,25]. Recent studies have demonstrated that the tissue of origin, the underlying genetics, and the microenvironment can all impact on cancer cell metabolism, including utilization of glutamine. Importantly, tumor microenvironment conditions can be modeled \textit{ex vivo} because the constituents of the culture media can be customized and other essential variables that determine metabolic requirements such as oxygen levels can be controlled [26,27].

**Figure 1. The Glutamine Metabolic Footprint in Cancer.** Glutamine has a five-carbon backbone and two nitrogen atoms (α and γ) to donate. The metabolic footprint of glutamine goes well beyond TCA cycle anaplerosis. Abbreviations: Cit, citrate; GSH, glutathione; α-KG, α-ketoglutarate; Lac, lactate; Mal, malate; OAA, oxaloacetate; Pyr, pyruvate; TCA, tricarboxylic acid/citric acid cycle.
In monolayer culture, the non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cell line H460 shows abundant uptake of glutamine, which is primarily utilized for TCA cycle anaplerosis. However, when the same cells are grown under anchorage-independent conditions as tumor spheroids, glutamine oxidation is suppressed and instead reductive glutamine metabolism via cytosolic isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH1) takes place [7]. The isocitrate/citrate generated by IDH1 then enters the mitochondria and undergoes oxidative metabolism via IDH2, generating mitochondrial NADPH to mitigate the elevated reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels that occur during anchorage-independent growth.

Distinct metabolic alterations take place when NSCLC cells are transitioned from an ex vivo to an in vivo environment. When cells derived from mutant KRAS-driven NSCLC tumors are grown in culture, glutamine supplies the TCA cycle with carbon, and inhibition of the mitochondrial enzyme glutaminase (GLS) suppresses cell proliferation [13]. However, this glutamine-dependent phenotype is lost when the same cells are grown as lung tumors in mice. Instead, TCA cycle intermediates in the tumors are derived primarily from glucose via glycolysis and the enzyme pyruvate carboxylase (PC), and tumors are resistant to glutaminase inhibition or to CRISPR/Cas9-mediated GLS deletion [13]. At first glance, these findings may seem surprising and contradictory to previous reports regarding the importance of glutamine metabolism in cancer cells both ex vivo and in vivo (Table 1). However, they are consistent with earlier studies showing that some NSCLC tumors in human patients rely on glucose-derived carbon and PC activity, and show upregulated PC gene expression [28]. Indeed, PC has been identified as an essential factor in cancer cells that display glutamine-independent growth [29]. Nevertheless, many tumors rely on glutamine-mediated TCA cycle anaplerosis in vivo with concordance of glutamine dependence ex vivo and in vivo (Table 1), as discussed in detail below [9,10,12,14,15,30] (Figure 2). Thus, recent observations in particular NSCLC mouse tumors cannot be generalized to other cancers.

**Metabolic Phenotype Varies with Cancer Subtype and Environment**

Different mammalian organs exhibit distinct modes of glutamine metabolism. For example, the kidney mediates net glutamine catabolism, generating ammonia for pH homeostasis and supplying carbon for renal gluconeogenesis [31], whereas lung, skeletal muscle, and adipose

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tumor type</th>
<th>GLS Inhibition</th>
<th>Experimental models</th>
<th>Refs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ex vivo</td>
<td>In vivo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSCLC (lung)</td>
<td>Sensitive</td>
<td>Resistant</td>
<td>[13,28,34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBM</td>
<td>Resistant</td>
<td>Resistant</td>
<td>[33,35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>Sensitive</td>
<td></td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>Sensitive</td>
<td></td>
<td>[15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast (luminal)</td>
<td>Resistant</td>
<td></td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast (basal)</td>
<td>Sensitive</td>
<td></td>
<td>[10,17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T cell ALL</td>
<td>Sensitive</td>
<td></td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>Sensitive (+ metformin)</td>
<td>Sensitive (+ metformin)</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreas</td>
<td>Sensitive, sensitizes cells to β-lap treatment</td>
<td>Sensitive, sensitizes cells to β-lap treatment</td>
<td>[18,20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibrosarcoma</td>
<td>Sensitive (+ IKKβ)</td>
<td>Sensitive (+ IKKβ)</td>
<td>xenografts, IKKβ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. Glutaminase Inhibition across Different Cancer Types Ex Vivo and In Vivo**

*Abbreviations: ALL, acute lymphoblastic leukemia; GBM, glioblastoma multiforme; GEMs, genetically engineered mouse models; β-lap, β-lapachone; IKKβ, IκB kinase β; NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; PDAC, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma.*

**Glossary**

**Anaplerosis**: the process of replenishing metabolic pathway intermediates. For example, carbon that is lost from the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle to supply biosynthetic reactions can be replenished by glutamine-derived α-ketoglutarate (α-KG), glucose-derived oxaloacetate, etc.

**Auxotroph**: an organism that is unable to synthesize a particular compound required for its growth.

**Catabolism**: describes metabolic pathways that breakdown macromolecules into smaller units and release energy. To be contrasted with anabolism, which describes energy-consuming biosynthetic metabolic pathways that construct macromolecules to build biomass of the cell.

**Epigenetics**: the study of heritable changes in gene expression that do not involve changes to the underlying DNA sequence. Often encompasses chemical modifications to the DNA and histones.

**Extracellular vesicles**: bilayered membrane-enclosed packages that are shed by various cell types, including cancer cells, and can contain important cargo that facilitates paracrine signaling. These vesicles can be divided into two broad classes according to size and from its budding and fission. (i) A large vesicle class with a diameter of 0.2–1 μm, called microvesicles, which are plasma membrane-derived and result in its budding and fission. (ii) A much smaller class with a diameter of 0.04–0.1 μm, known as exosomes, that are derived from multivesicular bodies that reroute and fuse to the plasma membrane for exocytosis [101–103].

**Ex vivo**: taking place outside a living organism with minimal deviation from normal conditions.

**Glutaminolysis**: the metabolic breakdown of glutamine.

**Immunometabolism**: the changes in intracellular metabolic pathways in immune cells that alter their function. In vivo: taking place in a living organism.

**Macropinocytosis**: a regulated actin-dependent form of endocytosis which enables the cell to engulf extracellular macromolecules such as proteins.
tissues exhibit net de novo glutamine synthesis via the enzyme glutamine synthetase (GLUL) [32]. Similarly, human tumors show a range of metabolic phenotypes that vary with the tissue of origin, the cancer subtype, and the tumor microenvironment.

Although mammalian cells can synthesize glutamine de novo using GLUL [33], some cancer cells do not express high levels of GLUL and instead are dependent on an exogenous supply of glutamine, which can be catabolized in mitochondria via GLS. There is strong evidence that GLS plays an important role in the development of a range of cancers in vivo. While data in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) indicate that the GLS transcript is downregulated relative to surrounding healthy tissue in NSCLC, consistent with the studies described above, GLS mRNA levels are frequently upregulated in several other human malignancies (Figure 2). These include tumors of the colon, esophagus, liver, stomach, and thyroid, as well as head and neck cancer. In conditional transgenic mouse models, overexpression of the MYC proto-oncogene in kidney or liver results in the formation of tumors in which GLS levels are highly upregulated relative to the surrounding healthy tissue [14,15]. In both these animal models, inhibition of GLS impedes tumor progression, and deletion of one GLS allele in the liver model significantly delays early tumor progression.

By contrast, glutamine synthesis is upregulated in some cancers. As outlined above, GLS is dispensable for growth of NSCLC tumors in vivo [13], and NSCLC tumors can actually accumulate newly-synthesized glutamine [34]. Similarly, some human glioblastoma multiforme

---

Figure 2. TCA Cycle Anaplerotic Fluxes Affect Glutaminase Inhibition Efficacy. There are two main anaplerotic fluxes that can feed the TCA cycle, a glutamine flux via glutaminase (GLS and/or GLS2) and glucose flux via pyruvate carboxylase (PC). Glutamine synthetase (GLUL) is also an important enzyme for this process because it can synthesize glutamine from glutamate and thus allow cells to survive in glutamine-depleted conditions. The expression levels of these enzymes vary according to tissue type and can greatly affect their sensitivity to glutaminase inhibition. Abbreviations: Ac-CoA, acetyl-CoA; Cit, citrate; GBM, glioblastoma multiforme; α-KG, α-ketoglutarate; Lac, lactate; NSCLC, non-small cell lung carcinoma; Pyr, pyruvate; TCA cycle, tricarboxylic acid/citric acid cycle.
(GBM) tumors do not significantly catabolize glutamine via GLS and the TCA cycle, but instead accumulate large pools of glutamine synthesized by GLUL from glucose-derived carbon [35]. This glutamine feeds de novo purine biosynthesis, and renders GBM cells self-sufficient for glutamine requirements [33]. Consistent with this metabolic phenotype, GLUL and PC are expressed in most GBM tumors, whereas GLS expression is downregulated relative to surrounding brain tissue [33,35].

Even among tumors that arise in a specific organ, different cancer subtypes can show distinct patterns of glutamine metabolism. Luminal breast cancers frequently exhibit high GLUL and low GLS expression, whereas the opposite is true of basal breast cancers [17]. Matching these expression patterns, most luminal breast cancer cells can be cultured in glutamine-free media, whereas basal cells are highly sensitive to glutamine withdrawal and to inhibition of GLS, both in cell culture and when grown as xenograft tumors in vivo [10,17]. Metabolic heterogeneity can also arise between different regions of the same tumor. For example, highly perfused regions of NSCLC tumors oxidize diverse nutrients to fuel the TCA cycle, whereas less perfused regions primarily utilize glucose-derived carbon [36].

Thus, some tumors that arise in some tissues are typically dependent on glutamine anaplerosis, whereas NSCLC and GBM more frequently rely on pyruvate anaplerosis to maintain TCA cycle flux (Figure 2). A recent study using the mouse mammary cancer cell line 4T1, which metastasizes to the lung with nearly 100% penetrance within a time-frame of 1 day, sheds some light on the factors that influence choice of anaplerotic substrate. In contrast to primary mammary tumors, lung metastases were found to rely on PC for TCA cycle anaplerosis, indicating that the tissue microenvironment might favor one metabolic phenotype over another [37]. Supporting this notion, the pyruvate/glutamine ratio is approximately threefold higher in the interstitial fluid of the lungs than in blood plasma, and the pyruvate concentration and expression level of PC in breast cancer lung metastases are elevated relative to primary breast tumors [37]. When cultured ex vivo, cell lines established from the lung metastases reverted to low levels of PC-dependent anaplerosis, similar to the parental cell line, again illustrating the effect of environment on metabolic phenotype [38]. Nevertheless, cell lines established from 4T1 metastases in different organs do retain some distinctions in their gene expression and metabolic profiles, indicating that adaptation to the microenvironmental nutrient supply does not fully explain the metabolic reprogramming that occurs during metastasis [38]. Another factor that may alter metabolism in the tumor microenvironment is the state of the immune compartment in the tumor. Recent reports have shown that cancer cells can compete with T cells for glucose within the tumor microenvironment and the resulting glucose limitation in T cells suppresses antitumor immunity [39,40]. Given that glutamine metabolism is an important requirement for the metabolism of immune cells (i.e., immunometabolism) [41–43] a similar effect may occur due to competition for glutamine within the microenvironment.

The Impact of Oncogenes on Glutamine Metabolism

Tumors that arise in different organs, but from the same genetic lesion, can also have distinct phenotypes for glutamine metabolism. One study demonstrated that MYC-induced liver tumors exhibit elevated glutamine catabolism, with increased GLS expression and suppressed GLUL expression relative to surrounding tissue [15,34]. By contrast, MYC-induced NSCLC tumors exhibit increased expression of GLUL and accumulate glutamine [34]. MYC can regulate the expression of both GLS and GLUL through mechanisms involving suppression of miRNA-23a/b in the case of GLS, or upregulation of thymine DNA glycosylase, which leads to demethylation of, and increased expression from, the GLUL gene promoter [44,45]. These mechanisms serve as examples to potentially explain, albeit non-exhaustively, why MYC has contrasting effects on glutamine metabolism in different cellular contexts. Tumors
arising within the same tissue, but driven by different oncogenes, can also be metabolically divergent. In contrast to MYC-induced liver tumors, MET-induced liver tumors lose GLS expression, and overexpress GLUL and accumulate glutamine [34]. Furthermore, there are many other factors that can regulate glutamine metabolism, such as the activity of JUN [46], Rb [47,48], PGC-1/ERRα [49], GLUL acetylation levels [50], and others [4,6]. Thus, the metabolic phenotype of a given cancer seems to be determined by three key parameters: the tissue of origin, the underlying genetic factors driving tumorigenesis, and the microenvironment.

**Tumor Glutamine Supply**

Glutamine can be imported from the microenvironment by the solute carrier (SLC) group of transporters, including members of the SLC1, SLC6, SLC7, SLC36, and SLC38 families. The Na⁺/amino acid exchanger SLC1A5 and the unidirectional Na⁺/Cl⁻/amino acid symporter SLC6A14 are both regulated by MYC and are overexpressed in several cancers [51]. Some tumors such as pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) are typically poorly vascularized, and consequently do not have an abundant serum supply of glutamine [52]. PDAC cells instead can in some cases use macropinocytosis to engulf extracellular proteins, which are then degraded in lysosomes to release glutamine and other amino acids [53–55]. An alternative route for cancer cell glutamine supply involves delivery of amino acids via extracellular vesicles shed by neighboring cells into the tumor microenvironment. Both PDAC and prostate cancer cells can grow in nutrient-deprived conditions when supplied with amino acids by exosomes shed by cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) [56]. In addition, recent work using ovarian carcinoma mouse models uncovered a reliance of cancer cells on stromal CAFs to maintain growth when glutamine is scarce. These fibroblasts boost glutamine synthesis from atypical sources to feed adjacent cancer cells [57]. Nevertheless, tumors that utilize macropinocytosis or uptake extracellular vesicles to acquire glutamine may still require glutaminase and exhibit sensitivity to its inhibition [18,58].

**The Metabolic Fate of Glutamate in Cancer**

The first step of glutamine catabolism is its conversion to glutamate, which is catalyzed by cytosolic glutamine amidotransferases or by mitochondrial glutaminases. Glutamine-derived glutamate has diverse fates in proliferating cells, including consumption during protein synthesis, supplying nitrogen for transamination reactions, secretion from the cell in exchange for other nutrients, incorporation into the antioxidant tripeptide glutathione, and conversion into α-KG for TCA cycle anaplerosis. The formation of α-KG is catalyzed by the glutamate dehydrogenases (GLUD1/2), which release ammonia as a byproduct, or by transaminases, which transfer the amine-nitrogen of glutamate onto an α-ketoacid to generate another amino acid. Some breast cancer cells are known to catabolize glutamate primarily via transaminases, thus conserving the amine nitrogen [59]. Alanine transaminase 2 (GPT2), in particular, is crucial for α-KG generation and therefore for glutamine/glutamate-mediated TCA cycle anaplerosis in colon cancer cells [60,61]. In contrast to proliferative cells, transaminase expression is low in quiescent cells, and instead GLUD expression is induced [62].

Another major fate of glutamine-derived glutamate is efflux from the cell, and glutamine consumption is closely mirrored by glutamate release across the NCI-60 panel of cell lines [23]. The transporter SLC7A11 mediates exchange of intracellular glutamate for extracellular cystine, which, once inside the cell, is reduced to cysteine, the rate-limiting amino acid for glutathione biosynthesis [51]. Expression of the SLC7A11 gene is induced by MYC and is upregulated in several cancers [22]. In addition to the important role of cystine import for redox homeostasis, in some tumors the secreted glutamate can stimulate proliferation by acting on metabotropic and ionotropic glutamate receptors [51].
Epigenetics and Signaling

Underlying some of the connections between tumor tissue-of-origin, microenvironment, and metabolic phenotype, is the tumor epigenetic landscape (Box 1). Many epigenetic modifications and processes are regulated by glutamine-derived metabolites including α-KG, which is a cofactor for Jumonji domain-containing histone demethylases [63]. In a variety of xenograft tumors, the poorly vascularized tumor core shows a selective deficiency of glutamine relative to other amino acids, and a corresponding depletion of glutamine-derived α-KG [26]. This results in inhibition of α-KG-dependent demethylation of histone H3 lysine 27 (H3K27) loci by a Jumonji domain-containing histone demethylase. Consequently, the tumor core exhibits pronounced histone hypermethylation, leading to suppressed expression of differentiation-related genes and cancer cell dedifferentiation.

Histone hypermethylation can be induced in V600E BRAF melanoma cells by withdrawing glutamine, and the consequent changes in gene expression lead to resistance to BRAF inhibitor treatment [26]. This mechanistic link between glutamine levels and gene-regulatory chromatin changes has important implications for the development of targeted cancer treatments. Inhibition of GLS is currently being evaluated in clinical trials (see below), and might be expected to trigger a histone hypermethylation phenotype that can lead to drug resistance following depletion of glutamine-derived α-KG. Although this suggests a possible mode of resistance to GLS-targeted therapies, it also points towards potential drug synergies that could be exploited in combination treatments. For example, the drug metformin has been identified to have a profound impact on fuel dependence in cancer cells because it can decrease glucose oxidation and increase glutamine dependency in prostate cancers both ex vivo and in vivo [19,27].

In addition to influencing gene expression via epigenetic mechanisms, recent work has implicated glutamine as a signaling agent that can promote cancer progression independently of its metabolic role. As an example, extracellular glutamine was recently shown to activate the transcription factor STAT3 to promote cancer cell proliferation [64]. Intracellular glutamine can also stimulate cell signaling pathways, indirectly activating the mechanistic target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) [65]. Furthermore, efflux of intracellular glutamine via SLC7A5 can drive leucine uptake, another amino acid that is required for mTORC1 activation [66]. Recent work has also connected glutamine metabolism to NOTCH signaling in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). Inhibiting glutaminolysis and autophagy synergistically enhances the antileukemic

Box 1. The Effect of Glutamine on Cancer Epigenetics and Post-Translational Modifications

The connection between metabolism and epigenetics has been better appreciated in recent years [63,86]. Given the importance of glutamine in various crucial metabolic pathways, it is not surprising that it is also an important link between metabolism and various epigenetic and post-translational marks. This role is best illustrated by the importance of glutamine to the TCA cycle, and specifically to α-KG levels, because this metabolite can act as a coactivator of Jumonji-C domain-containing histone demethylases and ten–eleven translocase (TET) demethylases. In addition, down stream metabolites such as succinate, fumarate, and the oncometabolite 2-hydroxyglutarate (2-HG), which arises from mutated isocitrate dehydrogenase 1/2 (IDH1/2) in gliomas and acute myeloid leukemias, can all inhibit these same demethylases [87]. Furthermore, glutamine can contribute to the intracellular acetyl-CoA pool as well as to NAD/NADH levels, suggesting a potential role in regulating histone and protein acetylation levels and patterns. Moreover, it has also been shown that UDP-glucosamine (UDP-GlcNAc), used for N-acetylglicosamination (GlcNAcylation) of histones and proteins, and can regulate gene expression [88], can be synthesized from glutamine, and can also be modulated by glutamine through hexosamine biosynthesis via mTORC2 [89,90].

In addition, glutathione (GSH) can inhibit the activity of S-adenosyl methionine synthetase (MAT1A), a key enzyme in the synthesis of S-adenosyl methionine (SAM), the main methyl donor in the cell [91]. It has recently been reported that histone H3 can be S-glutathionated on Cys110, and this can cause changes in nucleosome stability and alter chromatin structure. Interestingly this modification was observed to increase in proliferating cells relative to quiescent cells [92]. Together, this indicates a crucial role for glutamine metabolism in regulating and controlling a wide array of epigenetic and post-translational modification marks.
effects of anti-NOTCH1 therapies, providing another example of the importance of glutamine metabolism in vivo [16].

**Targeting Glutamine Metabolism for Cancer Therapy**

The diverse roles played by glutamine in proliferating cells, supplying carbon and reduced nitrogen for biosynthetic reactions and redox homeostasis, present opportunities for targeting glutamine metabolism for cancer therapy [67]. Several approaches are conceivable, including depletion of glutamine in blood serum, blockade of cellular glutamine uptake, and inhibition of enzymes involved in glutamine synthesis or catabolism [62]. L-asparaginases, which are routinely used to treat ALL patients, catalyze the deamidation of both asparagine and glutamine, leading to depletion of both of these amino acids in serum [68]. Because most ALL cells are auxotrophic for asparagine, L-asparaginase effectively starves them of this nutrient. The glutamine hydrolysis activity of L-asparaginases is also thought to contribute to their cytotoxicity, in part because glutamine is required for de novo synthesis of asparagine by asparaginase synthetase, one potential resistance mechanism to asparagine starvation [68].

Early clinical trials of glutamine antimetabolites revealed unacceptable systemic toxicity, indicating that more-selective approaches, for example by defining the tumors that might respond to lower doses, will be necessary to disrupt glutamine metabolism in cancer patients [69]. Two classes of GLS inhibitors have been identified, based on the lead compound molecules ‘968’ and BPTES [11,12]. The only potential drug to progress beyond preclinical studies, to our knowledge, is the inhibitor CB-839, which is currently being evaluated in Phase I clinical trials [8]. CB-839 is based on the BPTES scaffold, has an IC₅₀ value against recombinant human GLS of <50 nM [10], and has shown efficacy against cultured cancer cell lines and xenograft models for triple-negative breast cancer and multiple myeloma [9,10,59]. Consistent with studies showing that GLS-mediated glutamine catabolism is required for in vivo growth of some tumor types but not others, only some cancers are sensitive to GLS inhibition, and

---

**Box 2. GLS2 – The Other Glutaminase**

Two genes encode glutaminase enzymes in mammals, GLS and GLS2. At least two functional isoforms, GAC and KGA (collectively referred to as GLS), arise from the GLS gene as a result of alternative splicing. Similarly, the GLS2 gene encodes at least two isoforms, LG2 and GAB (collectively referred to as GLS2), through a surrogate promoter mechanism. In healthy individuals, GLS2 is expressed primarily in the liver, brain, and pancreas, whereas GLS expression is ubiquitous and is highest in kidney, lymphocytes, brain, and enterocytes. The GLS and GLS2 proteins are highly homologous, and most reports indicate that both are localized to mitochondria [6,93,94].

In liver, the organ in which GLS2 is most abundant, tumorigenesis is frequently accompanied by downregulation of GLS2 transcripts, although immunohistochemistry staining indicates a less consistent pattern at the protein level [15]. Similarly, GLS2 is downregulated in glioblastoma relative to surrounding brain tissue (as is GLS), and forced over-expression of GLS2 in liver cancer or glioblastoma cell lines suppresses proliferation and/or the formation of xenograft tumors [95,96]. By contrast, GLS2 is elevated in NMYC-amplified neuroblastoma, and in this context is important for in vivo tumor progression, such that high expression correlates with poor prognosis [97]. GLS2 is also upregulated in lung tumors, colon tumors, and radiation-resistant cervical cancers, where it is important for in vivo tumorigenesis [98,99].

The discovery that GLS2 is frequently downregulated in liver cancers, together with early work indicating a pro-oncogenic role for GLS2, initially led to the proposal that the two isozymes play opposing roles during tumorigenesis. However, more recent findings indicate that, in specific contexts, GLS2 can be important for tumor progression. One possible explanation for the discrepancies is that these homologous enzymes do not have fundamentally different roles but are simply subject to distinct modes of regulation. Indeed, whereas expression of the GLS gene is enhanced by oncogenic transcription factors associated with cell-cycle progression [44,46], transcription of GLS2 is driven both by the tumor-suppressor p53 in response to oxidative stress [96], and by the proto-oncogene NMYC [97]. Disruption of p53 function likely explains some instances of downregulated GLS2 expression in tumors. However, there are some intrinsic differences between the GLS and GLS2 enzymes that could lead to selective pressure for the former over the latter. In the presence of phosphate, GLS has a lower $K_{m}$ for glutamine than does GLS2, resulting in a much higher catalytic efficiency. Furthermore, it was recently reported that the GLS2 C-terminus binds to and inhibits activation of the small GTPase Rac1, resulting in suppressed migration, invasion, and metastasis of liver cancer cell lines [100].
selection of appropriate target patient groups for CB-839 treatment is essential [8]. Efforts to
develop small-molecule inhibitors of the GLS2 isoform have been limited, presumably because
of the conflicting literature reports concerning the importance of this enzyme in cancer (Box 2).
However, lead compounds with sub-micromolar IC50 values against recombinant GLS2 were
recently identified, and the inhibit growth of liver and lung cancer cell lines [70]. It remains to be
seen whether GLS2 could be targeted for treatment of tumors such as neuroblastoma, which
frequently exhibit elevated GLS2 expression downstream of NMYC.

Several other nodes of cellular glutamine/glutamate metabolism have been proposed as
attractive targets for cancer therapy, including transaminases [71], glutamine and glutamate
transporters [51], asparagine synthetase [72], and glutamate dehydrogenase [73]. However, to
date, studies remain preclinical and there is a lack of potent and selective inhibitors of these
proteins, although each of these targets has scientific promise [67].

**Concluding Remarks**
Our understanding of the roles played by glutamine in cancer is evolving rapidly, and recent
work has provided new insights and also has raised several questions. It is now clear that there
is a not a single ‘metabolic map’ or ‘metabolic switch’ describing cancer cell metabolism [74],
and the fate of glutamine varies with a range of parameters, including the tissue of origin of a
cancer, the genetic aberrations which drive it, the tumor microenvironment, and possibly diet
and host metabolism. The collective effect of these variables is striking, such that the metabolic
phenotypes of cancer cells range from those that are highly dependent on catabolism of
exogenous glutamine, to those that accumulate glutamine via de novo synthesis and are self-
sufficient for glutamine requirements. Adding an additional level of complexity, recent studies
have demonstrated that metabolic phenotype can change when cancer cells are transitioned
between different culture systems, or between ex vivo cell culture and in vivo animal model
environments. Standard cell culture media contain excesses of specific nutrients relative to their
physiological concentrations, while completely lacking other nutrients such as acetate or
aspartate which can play important roles in tumor metabolism [75]. However, these variables
are controllable, and we anticipate that future studies will further characterize how metabolic
phenotype responds to changing nutrient availability. We also anticipate that advances in
metabolic labeling and modeling methods [37,76–80], as well as the development of subcellular
compartment-specific metabolite isolation methods [81], will reveal new insights into the
compartmentalization of glutamine metabolism in cancer cells.

Although the glutamine dependence of some NSCLC cells is lost when they are grown in vivo,
the canonical anaplerotic role of glutamine prevails in other contexts in vivo [9,10,12,14–16,30],
and clinical trials of the GLS inhibitor CB-839 have yielded some promising results [8] suggest-
ing that these recent observations in NSCLC models are certainly not generally applicable to all
cancers. It is also important to note that the dispensability of glutamine in certain circumstances
does not imply that anaplerosis in these cells is not required; as discussed above, cancer cells
can find alternative ways to maintain an anaplerotic flux. Continued progress in targeting
 glutamine metabolism for cancer therapy will likely require identification of synergistic drug
combinations together with careful selection of appropriate target patient groups, which could
be aided by new techniques for imaging tumor glutamine metabolism in vivo [82–85]. Collect-
ively, recent findings on the complexities of cancer cell glutamine metabolism in vivo and ex vivo,
far from ‘completing’ the field, have generated many new questions (see Outstanding Ques-
tions), and set the scene for future studies to provide novel and biologically relevant insights.
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